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Abstract
The substantial increase of real-life applications creates a large scale of everincreasing raw heterogeneous data nowadays, correlating to the four Vs characteristics of big data: volume, variety, velocity and veracity. We discuss volume
and variety challenges in this thesis. For volume, eﬃciently extracting valuable
information and making predictions from these large-scale data are interesting
to various quarters from academic researchers and industrial data scientists to
customers and shareholders. For variety, much research addresses the challenges of
eﬀectively storing, collecting, processing, querying, and analyzing heterogeneous
data.
This thesis pushes approaches to optimize the performance with volume and
variety challenges. For volume challenges, we aim at performance tuning for big
data systems. In this part, to tackle cold-start situations with no statistics for
models, we leverage cost-model and triangulation to model the performance, thus
leading to cost-eﬀective prediction. For variety challenges, we aim at optimizing
join queries. In this part, to ﬁll the gap of little research on join queries with
heterogeneous data (i.e., relational and tree data), we research the size bound and
the worst-case optimal join algorithm with relational and tree data in contrast
with only relations.

iii

iv
For parameter tuning, this thesis ﬁrst contributes to propose a cost model for
Spark workloads, which leverages Monte Carlo simulation to achieve cost-eﬀective
training. Speciﬁcally, we utilize a little part of resources and data to predict
dependable performance for larger clusters and datasets even with data skewness
and runtime deviations. Particularly, this work considers network and disk
bounds so that it performs better with I/O-bounded workloads. Next, the thesis
proposes d-simplexed, which models the Spark workloads by leveraging Delaunay
Triangulation. Unlike other black-box ML methods, d-simplexed utilizes piecewise linear regression models, which can be built faster and yield better prediction.
Also, d-simplexed is built with an adaptive sampling technique which collects few
training points but achieves accurate prediction.
For join queries, this thesis studies the worst-case optimal join with relational and
tree data. To this end, we ﬁrst embark the study on the cross-model conjunctive
query (CMCQ) with relational and tree data, and formally deﬁne the problem of
CMCQ processing. We reveal that the computation of the worst-case size bound
of a CMCQ is N P-hard w.r.t query expression complexity. We then develop a
worst-case optimal join algorithm called CMJoin to match the size bound of a
CMCQ under some circumstances.
Computing Reviews (2012) Categories and Subject
Descriptors:
Information systems → Data management systems → Parallel and
distributed DBMSs → MapReduce-based systems
Information systems → Data management systems → Database
management system engines → Database query processing
Information systems → Data management systems → Database design
and models → Data model extensions → Semi-structured data
General Terms:
performance tuning, query optimization, worst-case optimal join
Additional Key Words and Phrases:
big data platforms, databases, modeling and prediction, multi-model data
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The substantial increase of real-life applications like E-commerce, the Internet
of Things, and healthcare is producing a huge scale of ever-increasing raw data
every now and then [59]. Such big data challenges correlate to the four V’s
characteristics of big data: volume, variety, velocity, and veracity. In this thesis,
we focus on two aspects of them: volume and variety.
In the perspective of volume, extracting valuable information and predictions
from these large-scale raw data is interesting to people from academic researchers
and industrial data scientists to customers and shareholders. Yet, it is challenging
to store, collect, process, query, and analyze large-scale heterogeneous data costeﬀectively. To address these challenges, big data processing systems like Hadoop1 ,
Spark2 and multi-model databases like ArangoDB3 , Orientdb4 have come to
the fore. To further achieve timely and cost-eﬀective performance for big data
processing systems and databases in a cluster, tuning proper parameter values
and optimizing queries are encouraging yet backbreaking for not only industrial
practitioners but also academical researchers.
Understanding an ample space of conﬁgurable parameters for systems seems
an impossible mission, as these parameters control a spectrum of system processes,
ranging from higher-level scheduling and management to low-level threading
and caching [44]. The complexity of these parameters may come from the huge
parameter conﬁguration space, system internals and scales, as well as the shortage
of data statistics and workload proﬁles. An improper set of parameter values
1

https://hadoop.apache.org/
https://spark.apache.org/
3
https://www.arangodb.com/
4
https://www.orientdb.org/
2
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may deteriorate system performance and stability processing [25, 45], for example,
due to some bottlenecks during the parallel. Also, the proliferation of the Cloud,
Platform-as-a-Service, and pay-as-you-go service require tenants to make a costeﬀective decision on requesting resource parameter values [37, 79]. Too little
resource allocation may lead to a job failure, while allocating all the reaming
resources for a job may not always lead to the best performance with respect to
resource utilization [85] or execution time [40].
This thesis ﬁrst aims to address the system parameter tuning challenges by
proposing a low-cost training method of cold-start scenarios in the case of Spark
platform. Speciﬁcally, it focuses on answering the following research questions
(RQs):
RQ1. Given a workload and a dataset in the cold start scenarios, how do we build
the “white” performance prediction model with low training cost?
RQ2. Given a workload and a dataset in the cold start scenarios, how do we build
the “black” performance prediction model with low training cost?
In the perspective of variety, the large-scale raw data that comes from diﬀerent
applications consists of various forms of data, especially including structural data
like relational, key/value, and graph data, and semi-structural like JSON and
XML documents. Unlike traditional databases that can process only one form
of data, a multi-model database is powerful and eﬃcient to manage and process
various forms of data in one engine and meets the expanding requirements for
performance and scalability [60, 63]. Yet, it is challenging to process and optimize
queries that are in multiple data forms, especially join queries, which are applied by
data integration in data lake [41], query processing in multi-model databases [61]
or in polystores [27], query processing in computational linguistics [83, 86, 92], etc.
Previous work applied naive or no optimizations on (relational and tree)
cross-model conjunctive query (CMCQs) (more formal deﬁnition in Chapter 2).
There exist two kinds of solutions. The ﬁrst is to use one query to retrieve the
result from the system without changing the nature of the model [66, 90]. The
second is to encode and retrieve the tree data into a relational engine [2, 11, 69, 93].
Even though the second solution accelerates tree pattern matching, they may
both suﬀer from generating signiﬁcant unnecessary intermediate results, as they
naively combine data from diﬀerent models or even output results separately
for diﬀerent models. Not to mention, these solutions or optimizations did not
consider worst-case optimality.
This thesis aims to address the worst-case optimality problems by proposing
the cross-model conjunctive query (CMCQ), which integrates both relational
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conjunctive query and conjunctive tree pattern together. Speciﬁcally, it focuses
on answering the following research questions:
RQ3. Given relations and tree pattern queries, how do we ﬁnd the worst-case
size bound of the result?
RQ4. Given relations and tree pattern query, how do we design worst-case optimal
join algorithm based on the size bound?
This thesis contributes several eﬃcient approaches to answer the above research
questions, which are brieﬂy explained in the following.

1.1

Overview

The research questions consist of two problems. One is the parameter tuning for
big data platforms, and the other is the worst-case optimal join under the context
with multiple data forms. We brieﬂy describe the contribution in this part and
refer readers to the details in the following chapters.
For parameter tuning, there exist numerous pieces of excellent related research,
targeting the three main challenges that of the vast parameter space, scalable and
complex systems, and lacking statistics for system, workloads, and data. Papers
I [44] and VII [59] summarized these challenges and surveyed the state-of-the-art
work into 6 categories (described in Chapter 2). These categories are described as
rule-based, cost modeling, simulation-based, experiment-driven, machine learning,
adaptive methods, distinguishing by their modeling techniques, number of covered
parameters, system understanding, training logs, etc. (described in Table 2.1).
Most of the papers proposed one of the methods and addressed one of the
challenges by the methods.
In this thesis, we focus on the third challenge of parameter tuning that
happened in an environment with a new workload. It is usually referred to as a
cold-start situation. In such a situation, the accumulated training overhead of
running large-scale data is prohibitive. By the time of competing for learning the
proﬁles of workload, the workload may be no longer valid due to the variation of
workloads or updated services [56]. Worse, they are often given the assumption of
the ﬁxed input data and resource, which sometimes should be individualized for
workloads [29, 76]. As for the ﬁrst and second challenges of the large parameter
space and complex system internals, we narrow down the problem to consider
the resource parameters only, as now the exponential using of cloud, the proper
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resource parameters are the key for organizations to obtain cost-eﬀectiveness.
We tried two perspectives to advance the research. Firstly, from the perspective
of a white model for RQ1, Paper II [20] and III [18] proposed a detailed cost
model for Spark performance predictions. Then they leveraged Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation to achieve low-cost training, thus cost-eﬀective prediction and
recommendation. Then, from the perspective of a black model for RQ2, Paper
IV [17] proposed d-simplexed, which models the performance topology for Spark
workloads. It utilized a d-dimensional mesh through Delaunay Triangulation
by modeling a set of d parameters. To further lower the cost of training for an
accurate model, it tried to collect fewer training points by an adaptive sampling
technique.
For the worst-case optimal join problem, its initial idea comes from the AGM
size bound [5] for relational conjunctive joins. AGM models the join problem into
the fractional edge cover problem, and computes the size bound by the linear
programming in polynomial time. Based on this size bound, several optimal
algorithms have been developed (e.g., NPRR [67], LeapFrog [78], Joen [21]) under
the worst-case scenarios. However, these methods are pure with relational engines,
which cannot be directly applied to the new context with multiple forms of data.
To process multiple types of data format eﬃciently, this thesis embarks the
study on the cross-model conjunctive query (CMCQ) and formally deﬁnes the
problem of CMCQ processing, which integrates both relational conjunctive query
and conjunctive tree pattern together. Firstly for RQ3, Paper V [16] proposed a
multi-model processing framework for relational and semi-structured data (i.e.,
XML and JSON). Paper VI [19] contributes to compute the size bound of a
CMCQ and reveals that the computation of the worst-case size bound of a CMCQ
is N P-hard w.r.t query expression complexity. Then for RQ4, Paper VI also
developed a worst-case optimal join algorithm called CMJoin to match the size
bound of a CMCQ under some circumstances.
The contents of Papers I–VII are summarised as follows.
Paper I: A survey on automatic parameter tuning for big data processing systems.
This paper investigated existing methods on parameter tuning for both
batch data processing systems and stream data processing systems, and
categorize them into six approaches: rule-based, cost modeling, simulationbased, experiment-driven, machine learning, and adaptive. We analyze the
pros and cons for each approach and bring out some open research problems
for automatic parameter tuning. We introduce these techniques in Chapter 2.
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Paper II: Cost-eﬀective resource provisioning for spark workloads
This paper proposes a cost model for Spark performance predictions, which
utilizes Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to achieve low-cost training. Speciﬁcally,
MC uses a little part of resources and data to make a dependable prediction
for larger clusters and datasets, even if some data samples exhibit skewness
and runtime deviations because repeated simulations yield reliable proﬁling
characteristics. Compared to Ernest, this work considers network and disk
bounds so that it performs better with I/O-bounded workloads. We introduce
these techniques in Chapter 3.
Paper III: Cost-eﬀective resource provision prediction and recommendation for
spark workloads.
This paper proposes a cost model for Spark performance predictions, which
utilizes Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to achieve low-cost training. Speciﬁcally,
MC uses a little part of resources and data to make a dependable prediction
for larger clusters and datasets, even if some data samples exhibit skewness
and runtime deviations because repeated simulations yield reliable proﬁling
characteristics. Compared to Ernest, this work considers network and disk
bounds so that it performs better with I/O-bounded workloads. Note this
paper is an extension of Paper II. We introduce these techniques in Chapter 3.
Paper IV: d-simplexed: Adaptive delaunay triangulation for performance modeling and prediction on big data analytics.
d-simplexed is a performance prediction framework for tuning Spark workloads.
Unlike other black-box ML methods, d-simplexed leverages a d-dimensional
mesh via Delaunay Triangulation by modeling a set of d parameters. The
key idea is that piece-wise linear regression models could be built faster and
yield better predictions than complex models like Gaussian processing or
Neural Networks. To further speed up model construction time, d-simplexed
proposes an adaptive sampling technique which collects a few training points
but achieving accurate prediction. We introduce these techniques in Chapter 4.
Paper V: Worst case optimal joins on relational and XML data
To process multiple types of data format eﬃciently, it proposed a multi-model
processing framework for relational and semi-structured data (i.e., XML),
and sketched a worst-case optimal join algorithm for it. We further discuss
the details in Chapter 2.

6
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Paper VI: Worst-case optimal algorithms for cross-model conjunctive queries
This paper embarks on the study on the cross-model conjunctive query
(CMCQ) and formally deﬁnes the problem of CMCQ processing, which
integrates both relational conjunctive query and conjunctive tree pattern
together. It reveals that the computation of the worst-case size bound of
a CMCQ is N P-hard w.r.t query expression complexity. We develop a
worst-case optimal join algorithm called CMJoin to match the size bound
of a CMCQ under some circumstances. We further discuss the details in
Chapter 5.
Paper VII: Speedup Your Analytics: Automatic Parameter Tuning for Databases
and Big Data Systems
This paper reviews existing approaches on automatic parameter tuning for
databases, Hadoop, and Spark, which we classify into six categories: rulebased, cost modeling, simulation-based, experiment-driven, machine learning,
and adaptive tuning. The paper describes the foundations of diﬀerent automatic parameter tuning algorithms and present pros and cons of each
approach. The paper also highlight real-world applications and systems, and
identify research challenges for handling cloud services, resource heterogeneity,
and real-time analytics. We further discuss the details in Chapter 2.

1.2

Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 deﬁnes the research
problems and introduces some preliminaries. Chapter 3 presents a white-box cost
model to cost-eﬀectively provision resources for Spark workloads, and Chapter 4
builds a black-box performance model by Delaunay Triangulation with an adaptive sampling for fast convergence. As for worst-case optimal join, Chapter 5
investigates the worst-case size bound for relations and tree pattern queries,
then designs the worst-case optimal join algorithm accordingly. Last, Chapter 6
concludes this thesis and elucidates future work.

Chapter 2
Preliminary
This chapter gives the formal deﬁnition of the research problems solved in this
thesis. It also establishes the preliminary approach used in the upcoming chapters.
We will split this chapter into two parts. The ﬁrst part is the big data management
preliminary, which will introduce the parameter tuning problem. The second part
is the multi-model management preliminary, which will present the relational
worst-case optimal join problem.

2.1

Parameter Tuning

This section gives the formal deﬁnition of the research problems for parameter
tuning. It also establishes preliminary models used in the upcoming chapters.

2.1.1

Problem statement

A job J, which executes on a big data platforms, is of the form J = w, i, c, p,
where w denotes the workload of the job, i denotes the input data properties,
c denotes the cluster resources, and p denotes the set of parameters used by
w. Let pi denote the i -th parameter, taking values from a ﬁnite domain D(pi ).
The conﬁguration space S is the Cartesian product of the domains, i.e., S =
D(p1 ) × · · · × D(pn ) and c = p1 , ..., pn . The performance of job J is described
as perf = F (w, i, c, p), where perf denotes a performance metric like throughput,
latency, resource eﬃciency, etc.
We formally deﬁne the parameter tuning problem in the following: Given a
workload w to execute input data i over cluster resources c, ﬁnd the optimal
7
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conﬁguration parameter values p∗ that maximizes F over the conﬁguration space
S:
p∗ = argmax F (w, i, c, p)

(2.1)

c∈S

The performance function F is usually unknown or partially known from past
measurements, while several experiments with Hadoop, Spark, and Storm, have
shown it to be non-convex and multi-modal [37, 45, 49]. Moreover, ﬁnding an
optimal solution in such a setting is NP-hard [84].

2.1.2

Tuning approaches

Parameter tuning techniques are promising for big data platform optimization.
However, it remains challenging to seek optimal values for performance. Firstly,
big data platforms like Hadoop and Spark have more than 200 conﬁguration
parameters [9, 52, 74]. Even as challenging, the parameters are not independent
from each other [45, 49]. Secondly, the system becomes complex with scalable
nodes, diﬀerent hardware and software [57], as well as parallelism execution [37]
Thirdly, most users are faced with the cold-start situation without any statistics
for data, workloads, and systems [22, 44].
Much research has targeted one or two of the above challenges with a wide
range of methods to achieve high performance. The related work can be classiﬁed
into six approaches: (1) rule-based, (2) cost modeling, (3) simulation-based, (4)
experiment-driven, (5) machine learning, and (6) adaptive. These categories are
summarized by many features of diﬀerent approaches, such as modeling method,
number of parameters involved, the level of requirement for historical logs and
input statistics, etc., which are presented in Table 2.1. Interestingly, these features
are addressing the three challenges mentioned above. For more details of the
approaches, we refer readers to Papers I [44] and VII [59].

2.2

Worst-case optimal join

This section gives the formal deﬁnition of the research problems for relations and
tree data. It also establishes preliminary relational join and data structures used
in the upcoming chapters.

2.2 Worst-case optimal join
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Table 2.1: Feature comparison among the six parameter tuning approaches.
Feature

(1)

modeling technique

rules

(2)

(3)

(4)

cost model simulation search algorithms
# of parameters involved few
some
some
many
System understanding
strong strong
strong
light
Need for history logs
no
light
light
strong
Need for data input stats no
light
light
no
Real tests to run
no
some
no
yes
Time to build model
eﬃcient eﬃcient
medium
slow
# of metrics predicted
few
few
some
few
Prediction accuracy
low
medium
medium
medium
workload adaptive
adaptive light
light
no
system adaptive
no
no
light
no

2.2.1

(5)

(6)

ML models
many
no
strong
strong
yes
slow
many
high
no
adaptive

mixed
some
strong
light
light
yes
medium
some
medium
adaptive
light

Relational size bound

We review the size bound for the relational algebra, which is originally proposed
by Asterias, Grohe, and Marx (AGM) [5]. AGM modeled the size bound by the
fractional edge cover problem and computed the size bound by linear programming
(LP). Formally, given a relational schema R, for every table R ∈ R, let AR be the
set of attributes of R and A=∪R AR . Then the worst-case size bound is precisely
the optimal solution for the following LP:
maximize

ΣA
r xr

R
subject to ΣA
r xr ≤ 1 f or all R ∈ R

(2.2)

0 ≤ xr ≤ 1 f or all r ∈ A
Let ρ be the optimal solution of the above LP, and the size bound is N ρ , where
N is the upper bound of each table. The AGM bound can be proved as a special
case of the discrete version of a well-known inequality in geometry: the LoomisWhitney inequality [58]. Interested readers may refer to the details of the proof
in the AGM paper [5].
Example 2.1 Consider a typical triangle conjunctive query: R0 (a, b, c):=R1 (a, b)
 R2 (b, c)  R3 (a, c). Then we, based on three relations, can generate the three
LP inequalities, i.e., xa + xb ≤ 1, xb + xc ≤ 1, xa + xc ≤ 1. Therefore, the
3
maximize value of ΣA
r xr = xa + xb + xc is 2 , meaning the query R0 (a, b, c) yields
3
the worst-case size bound O(N 2 ).
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Relational worst case optimal join

Given a query Q along with a set of size constraints for each input table, how
do we compute the worst-case size bound of the output results for Q. This is an
interesting problem, because deriving the bound is not only useful for analyzing the
runtime of the algorithm, but also instrumental in designing the worst-case optimal
algorithms, which can guarantee that the intermediate result size is no more than
the worst-case bound. Recently, Grohe and Marx [39] and Atserias, Grohe, and
Marx [5] model conjunctive joins into the fractional edge cover problem, allowing
us to compute the worst-case size bound by linear programming. Based on this
worst-case bound, several worst-case optimal algorithms have been proposed (e.g.,
NPRR [67], LeapFrog [78], Joen [21]). For example, Ngo et al. [67] construct the
ﬁrst algorithm whose running time is worst case optimal for all natural join queries.
Veldhuizen [78] proposes an optimal algorithm called LeapFrog which is eﬃcient
in practice to implement. Ciucanu et al. [21] propose an optimal algorithm Joen,
which joins each attribute at a time via an improved tree representation. There
also exist research works on considering functional dependencies (FDs) for size
bound. The initiated study with FDs is from Gottlob, Lee, Valiant, and Valiant
(GLVV) [36], which introduces an upper bound called GLVV-bound based on
a linear program on polymatroids. The follow-up study by Gogacz et al. [32]
provide a precise characterization of the worst-case bound with entropy theory.
Khamis et al. [54] provide a worst-case optimality for any query where the GLVV
bound is tight. See an excellent survey on the development of worst-case bound
theory [68].

2.3

Chapter summary

This chapter introduced the preliminaries for the optimization of big data management and multi-model data management for the following chapters. For
optimization of big data management, we introduced a parameter tuning problem,
while for multi-model data managment, we introduced the size bound and related
worst-case join algorithms.

Chapter 3
Resource Provisioning by Cost
Modeling
This chapter provides an overview of the results of Papers II and III that solve
RQ1. Following a formal deﬁnition of RQ1, it introduces a cost model with a simulation framework that predicts the cost-eﬀective resource provision. Finally, this
chapter presents empirical experimentation results to highlight the performance
improvement of the proposed method.

3.1

Motivation

There exist excellent previous works [44, 59] addressing parameter tuning challenges by leveraging machine learning techniques, including Decision Tree (C5.0)
regression [81], Logistic regression [50], Gradient Boosting regression [42], and
Reinforcement Learning [91] or by search-based algorithms, including boundand-search [94], Random Forest [7], and Genetic Algorithm [89]. Each method,
having its own superiority, targets one of the partial problems of the three challenges discussed in Chapter 2. Not surprisingly, the success of these black-box
approaches requires suﬃcient quantity and good quality of historical log data,
which are usually in short and need to be collected from many runs [65, 88]. Thus
it is a costly process [55, 91] when these techniques are for large-scale dynamic
workloads. The reason is that the repeated run of workload for large-scale data
is prohibitive. Worse, by the time of ﬁnishing training, the training may not be
useful due to the variation of workloads [56]. Another concern is that, they often
assume ﬁxed workload, data, and resource, which is not individualized enough
for workloads [29, 76]. There are various cost models (e.g., [80, 82]) proposed as
11
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well. Wang et al. [82] and Ernest [80] run workloads with smaller input data
size and predicted the performance for the larger dataset by using mathematical
cost functions. However, these machine learning and cost models are limited by
the network performance and disk I/O. They do not recommend the resource
parameter values either.
This section addresses the challenges in cost-eﬀective resource allocation for
Spark jobs with no start statistics. We particularly choose the white cost model
against costly black machine learning training. Our cost model is superior to
catch the I/O bottleneck when data scale. The detail of the approach will be
described in the following section.

3.2

Problem statement and preliminary

We introduce the problem statement, the performance metric for evaluation, as
well as the cost model for prediction and recommendation in this part.

3.2.1

Problem statement

We describe the problem in the following:
• Input: (i) a set of workloads/jobs J; (ii) available nodes, vcore, and memory;
(iii) timely or cost-eﬀective requirements deﬁned by users.
• Output: for each J ∈ J with data size D, we recommend number of vcores
V ; amount of memory M .
• Objective: high performance parameter settings V and M .
For diﬀerent scenarios, it often conﬁgures diﬀerent parameter settings to
achieve the high performance of diﬀerent metrics. We describe the performance
metric in the following.

3.2.2

Performance metric

The execution running time is a primitive but essential performance metric for
workload evaluation. In this part, we introduce two of the most important
metrics, namely resource time (e.g., used in [38]) and throughput (e.g., used
in [3]). However, the recommendation model is not limited to extend with other
time-related metrics.

3.3 Approach
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Resource time, TR .
Workload executing time reveals the speed of the computation. However, it is not suﬃcient to reveal the resource consumption [38].
Today, more and more the pay-as-you-use cloud service, e.g., Amazon on-demand
pricing is widely being used. Given the workload execution time T and total
amount assigned resource of vcore V and memory M , we deﬁne memory time
TM (= M × T ) and vcore time TV (= V × T ). The resource time TR then can be
represented as follows:
TR = TV + θTM

(3.1)

where θ describes the renting price ratio between per GB memory and per vcore.
Choosing TR as the performance metric is two-fold. Firstly, TR can quantify
actual used resource and its corresponding cost, as well as the power consumption [85]. Secondly, it can explain the fairness [31] in a multi-tenant cluster.
Therefore, we explore the vcore and memory parameter values to achieve minimum TR . Given a set of vcore and memory parameter values (V,M) and its
running time performance T, vrec and mrec achieve minimum resource time,
meaning that:
vrec , mrec = arg

min

v∈V,m∈M

TR (v, m)

(3.2)

By default, we use this resource time as the metric. And to achieve costeﬀectiveness, we aim at maximizing this metric.

3.3

Approach

Figure 3.1 shows the general description of our modeling and prediction processes
as well as the data ﬂow between the processes. To begin with, we sample and
separate the original input data according to the data size and available resources,
i.e., vcores and memory. With sampled data, we run the workloads with few
resources to learn statistics for prediction. We ﬁrst ensure the memory requirement
for input data, which can satisfy (i) avoiding out-of-memory errors for non-caching
jobs or (ii) data ﬁtting into the memory for caching jobs. Then, we construct the
mathematical cost model to analyze sampled data, which records the proﬁles of
jobs, to predict the performance with a larger data size and cluster. Finally, we
can aim at optimizing a performance metric, e.g., timely runtime, cost-eﬀective
allocation, and highest throughput.
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Figure 3.1: Approach visualization and processing data ﬂow. The process consists
of random sampling and MC simulation, inﬂection creation and linear regression,
analytical cost model, iterative range search. [Abbreviation: Job (J), Data (D),
Available Resource (R), Sampled Data (D ), Allocated Memory (M ), Execution
Time (T ), Shrank Resource (R ), Allocated Vcores (V )].

3.3.1

Simulation

Simulation of a workload is executing the workload with a small portion of
data to estimate or learn the performance with original-size data. We introduce
Independent Bernoulli Sampling [70] (with replacement sampling) to evenly select
the data samples, assuming independent and identical distribution.
It is critical to decide how many samples are needed, as too few samples are
not suﬃcient to learn the proﬁle of the characteristics, and they are also the
challenges of:
• Data skewness: the runtime of a job can be diﬀerent by two data samples
with the same data size.
• Runtime deviation: the runtime of a job can be diﬀerent by the same data
and resource conﬁguration.
To mitigate the problem, Monte Carlo (MC) Simulation (e.g., [10]) is introduced
to iteratively train model with samples till a convergent one. The training cost
accumulates the resource time of the sample runs. The training cost of a job can
be described as the ratio of resource times between simulations and actual run as
follows:
n
Tr
Ctraining = i=1 i
(3.3)
TR
Where Tri indicates the ith round of resource time in simulation; n is the number
of executions for simulations; TR is the resource time for the actual run. It is worth
mentioning that there exists a trade-oﬀ between the training cost and prediction

3.3 Approach
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accuracy. A conﬁdence interval (CI) is determined to stop the simulation or
training.

3.3.2

Memory assurance

Designing a proper sampling experiment can reveal the actual need for memory.
Allocating suﬃcient memory notably helps for data to ﬁt in while extra memory
often does not help, and large memory may cause long GC time [6]. The simulation
run of samples for memory can be depicted as an elbow curve [53]. The elbow point
in the elbow curve is interesting to us, as it is the derivative of the curve function
with a huge jump. This elbow point can be the best resource time representative.
Let P express distinct sampling probabilities {p1 , p2 , ...pi , ..., pn }, where pi is the
i-th probability for sample. For each pi ’s simulation and by the elbow point,
we obtained assured memory mi and M = {m1 , m2 , ...mi , ..., mn }. Then by a
regression model, we estimate the assured memory M̂ for the original size data
when being provided P and M . In this section, we leverage the linear regression
model for this prediction, as it practically performs well for the benchmark jobs.

3.3.3

Performance prediction

In this subsection, we introduce the cost model for job performance prediction. A
spark job consists of many stages, and each stage consists of multiple parallel tasks.
For a stage, we record the task time by the longest execution time, as it stands
for the completion time. The cost model considers not only the computation time
but also the input, output, and shuﬄe time. The computation time is mainly
restricted by the number of vcores, whereas others are mainly restricted by the
network bandwidth and disk read/write performance.
Computation speed for diﬀerent jobs may vary for the prediction model, as
the computation complexity varies in jobs, while for the reading/writing time
for input, output, and shuﬄe are ﬁxed for the model. We collect the simulation
logs from the history server using Spark REST APIs [1] to learn the computing
speed. As for reading and writing speeds, we ﬁrstly record the speed by testing
the complete runtime by Linux dd, then carefully revised them by calculating
the runtime of some stressing jobs (e.g., sort for shuﬄing throughput as sort is
shuﬄe-intensive). These values cannot come from simulations, as the sample runs
often do not reach the bottleneck.
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Parameter recommendation

In this subsection, we implement a search algorithm, called iterativeRS to ﬁnd
the near-optimal vcore conﬁguration. The algorithm narrows down the range to
the (near-) optimal value. The core idea is to predict the performance of given
resource range. Then from that range, we can locate a smaller range for better
performance. We shrank the range and repeat the prediction till we reach nearoptimal values with some stopping criteria. For simplicity, we assume our problem
is to ﬁnd the local minimizer. The maximizing problem of ﬁnding throughput can
be transformed into a minimizing problem. We describe the algorithm as follows:
1. For the given resource range, partition the space into multiple choices.
2. Run simulation to predict performance by the parameter values in this
range choice.
3. Predict the local optimal range from this prediction.
4. Narrow down the range, and if it is satisfy terminated criteria, we stop,
otherwise update the resource range and go back to Step 1.
We next show the evaluation result of the performance prediction and parameter
recommendation in the following.

3.4

Evaluation

In this section, we ﬁrst evaluate the prediction model, and then evaluate the
parameter recommendation model based on performance metrics derived from
the prediction model.

3.4.1

Experimental setup

We experimented on the performance of HiBench workloads in a Spark cluster
managed by Yarn. We set up 12 benchmark workloads in 3 diﬀerent categories:
micro, machine learning, and SQL. The cluster has 10 resource nodes, each with
32 GB of RAM and 2 Intel Xeon E5540 (with 8 cores) 2.53 GHz CPUs. In the
view of Yarn resource manager, we have 10 worker nodes, and each node has 16
vcores (by hyperthreading) and 32 GB memory. Also, we set up ﬁve data nodes for
HDFS storage. All the nodes have two bonded 10 Gbit/s network interfaces. The
versions for Hadoop, Spark, and HiBench [47] are 2.7.3, 2.1.1 and 7.1 respectively.

3.4 Evaluation
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Figure 3.2: Performance prediction of 12 workloads. Predicted vcores (dashed
curve) vs. actual needed vcores (solid curve).
We maximized the executor size in our evaluation, as fewer executors in one node
often yield a better performance [77].

3.4.2

Performance prediction

Figure 3.2 presents the comparison result of benchmarking workloads between the
predictions and actual runs. The dashed curves stand for the predicted results
and the solid curves stand for the actual run results. We show the prediction
interval by drawing the shadow with the minimum and maximum boundary. In
general, the cost-model can predict the curves of the workloads. For example in
Bayes workload, as we increase the vcores for sample simulation, the performance
has been improved while the actual run did it similarly. Unexpectedly, Sort and
Terasort did not work well against the actual run. The reason is that these two
workloads have I/O bottlenecks, so adding more computing resources does not
help the workload to facilitate the I/O waiting. To sum up these inaccuracies,
the observation is that overhead is underestimated, as the I/O context switching
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Figure 3.3: The prediction precision of execution time. The closer to 1, the better.
or waiting may aﬀect the I/O itself or even the computation. Besides, there exist
some prediction results with a huge shadow interval, for example, LR and PCA.
This implies that the skewness of data distribution or performance deviation is
more severe due to some randomness in the workload process. Therefore, LR and
PCA need more simulation costs to achieve a stable prediction.
To look closer to the precision, running time is used as
Prediction precision.
precision metric to compare a state-of-the-art cost model Ernest [80]. Figure 3.3
illustrates the prediction precision for the provided benchmarking jobs. Overall,
the precision error is under 20% for each job, and the average precision error
is under 5%. In a production environment, this error would not inﬂuence the
decision-making on determining appropriate parameter settings. Overall for all
machine learning workloads, we perform as well as Ernest prediction. However,
Ernest does not predict accurately for Mirco and SQL workloads, as it does not
consider the network and disk bottlenecks as data and resource scales.

3.4.3

Parameter recommendation

Table 3.1 shows the performance speedup via our parameter recommendations.
We calculate the speedup in TR by dividing the performance runtime for the
baseline conﬁguration (with all resources assigned) by the performance runtime
for the recommended one. We can obtain up to 657% TR performance speedup by
some benchmark workloads. The recommendation not only satisﬁes the deadline
criteria required by users but also achieves remarkable saving in resource time.
Table 3.1 presents the training cost ratio for the tested 12
Training cost
benchmark workloads. When setting 80% CI, the accumulated training costs

3.5 Chapter summary
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Table 3.1: Evaluation of benchmark jobs concerning resource time and training
cost ratio for resource parameter recommendation.
Type Job
Wordcount
Micro Sort
TeraSort
Kmeans
Bayesian
SVM
ML
LR
LDA
PCA
Join
SQL Aggregation
Scan

Data size Reccomend TR speedup CI=80% CI=90%
91.8GB
60V18G
217%
4.11%
4.47%
9.55GB
30V18G
492%
1.99%
2.37%
9.55GB
30V18G
536%
1.86%
2.37%
11.2GB
60V36G
229%
5.89%
6.51%
14.0GB
90V54G
161%
7.91% 16.89%
26.8GB
30V36G
440%
5.30%
5.30%
15.2GB
30V18G
644%
34.83% 54.77%
246.2MB 30V18G
657%
7.6%
11.05%
30.7MB
30V18G
499%
9.36% 41.80%
17.3GB
30V18G
360%
4.99%
5.22%
17.3GB
30V18G
335%
5.33%
6.06%
17.3GB
30V18G
423%
5.74%
6.83%

for tested workloads are within 10% except for LR, as LR runtime deviates
dramatically because of the data skewness and the subtle eﬀects of the system.
Likewise, when given 90% CI, the costs are within 20% except for LR and PCA.
Therefore, the average costs are 7.92% and 13.64% comparing to one-time actual
workload runs for CI=80% and CI=90%, respectively. It is worth mentioning
that the storage cost is negligible. The reason is that the REST API collects
INFO-level logs which will be further processed and trimmed and far less than
the input data size.

3.5

Chapter summary

This chapter introduced Paper II and III, in which we proposed a cost-eﬀective
prediction to answer RQ1. We presented the simulation framework and detailed
cost model to learn the workload statistics by training the samples. Furthermore,
we used these trained models to recommend cost-eﬀective resource provision, thus
achieving optimized resource utilization and cost.
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Chapter 4
Performance Modeling by Delaunay
Triangulation
This chapter provides an overview of the results of Paper IV that solves RQ2.
Following a formal deﬁnition of RQ2, it introduces a Delaunay Triangulation model
that models the performance topology. Finally, this chapter presents empirical
experimentation results to highlight the performance prediction accuracy of
proposed methods.

4.1

Motivation

Tuning often aims at improving workload performance by searching one optimizing
parameter value. Unluckily, tuning from one goal to another goal usually needs to
retrain the model. The optimal parameter value for running time is not necessarily
cost-eﬀective [20, 80]. In this work, we model the performance topography of
the whole feature conﬁguration space. Diﬀerently from tuning, modeling is
able to make decisions on the best resource allocation [15, 75], lowest resource
consumption [38], highest data throughput [3], shortest completion runtime [73],
etc. It would be challenging but promising to model a performance topology with
a few but decisive parameter values. Such a surface can help for further optimal
decisions, such as the cost-eﬀectiveness (choosing best number of nodes [80]) in
clouds like Amazon “pay-as-you-go” services1 , or cost-saving resource allocation
but deadline-satisﬁed in a cluster [15].

1

https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/on-demand/
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Many excellent works for performance modeling and tuning in diﬀerent platforms have been researched, e.g., Apache Hadoop (e.g., [46, 73]), Apache Spark
(e.g., [43, 80]), Database systems (e.g., [3, 26]). Particularly, Alvaro [43], OtterTune [3], and CDBTune [91] build multiple regressors to tune performance.
However, they build these models to maximize only one objective, such as running
time, meaning that it does not ﬁt well when turning to other objectives such as
throughput, thus ending up retraining the models. Also, these state-of-the-art
regressors either face a deterioration accuracy by their over-ﬁtting (Gaussian Process [3] and multi-layer Neural Network [91]) or achieve unsatisfactory accuracy
due to under-ﬁtting (Linear regression [43], Ernest [80]).
Facing these challenges, we apply a novel eﬃcient regressor with an adaptive
sampling to mitigate the training cost. We aim at building a bootstrap performance surface model, which accurately predicts unknown parameter values in
whole space. Taking inspiration from the ﬁeld of Computational Geometry, we
model a d + 1-dimensional mesh (e.g., [30]) by d critical parameters with Delaunay
Triangulation (DT) [24]. DT has a wide range of practical usages like curved
surface modeling [14] in computational geometry and path planning in automated
driving [4] in computer graphics. Then by the constructed mesh, we can predict
the performance in the unknown parameter value area.

4.2

Problem statement and preliminary

In this part, we introduce several basic terms and concepts on Delaunay Triangulation (DT) in the ﬁeld of Computational Geometry. Then we give our problem
deﬁnition for this chapter.

4.2.1

Delaunay Triangulation primitives

We present a basic idea of some terms that relate to DT as follows:
• Convex Region [64] is a region that, for each pair of points, every point
on the straight line segment that joins the pair of points is also within the
region. Figure 4.1a shows an instance, depicting the convex and non-convex
regions.
• Convex Set [64] illustrates the points in a convex region. In convex
geometry, it is a subset of an aﬃne space that is closed under convex
combinations [13].

4.2 Problem statement and preliminary

(a)
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(b)

Figure 4.1: (a) On the left is the convex hull constructing a convex region and
on the right is a non-convex hull constructing a non-convex region. (b) from the
1-simplex (line), 2-simplex (triangle) to the 3-simplex (tetrahedron).
• Convex Hull [8] of a set of points is the smallest convex set that contains
the points.
• Hyperplane is the generalization of a plane in three dimensions to higher
dimensions, i.e., any d subspace in Rd+1 .
• Simplex is the generalization of a triangle to diﬀerent dimensions. In d
dimensions, the concept of a triangle becomes a d-simplex. Figure 4.1b
depicts an example of a 2d triangle to a 2-simplex, a 3d tetrahedron to a
3-simplex, and so on.
By introducing these concepts, our model is constructed by d parameters
of Spark job into a d-dimensional space by utilizing DT to split the space into
many interconnected d-simplexes, thus constructing a d + 1-hyperplane via these
parameter sets.

4.2.2

Problem statement

In general, we want to predict the runtime performance of a workload by its
varied parameter conﬁgurations when given historical data points. We develop a
performance model based on these known historical data points and to predict
performance of the unknown parameter values. Formally, given n samples of
historical logs, a parameter conﬁguration space F , a prediction model M (·) ﬁnds
the predicted running time T̂ for F :
T̂ = M (S, F )

(4.1)
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Figure 4.2: d-Simplexed overall architecture. Denote: Utility (U (X)) of samples
X, Runtime (T ), Predicted time (T  ), Memory (M ), vcore (V ), Value point to
be estimated (P o = f1 , f2 ), Plane to be estimated (P l = β1 x1 + β2 x2 + β3 ).
where S is the set of history logs {Fi , Ti |1 ≤ i ≤ n}, and each conﬁguration
setting Fi = {f1 , f2 , ..., fd } consists of d features2 and its runtime is Ti . For
empirical experiments of our method, we utilize the Mean Absolute Percentage
Error (MAPE) as our metric, which is the average errors in percentage for all
predicted runtimes (T̂ ) and actual runtimes (T ):
100%  Ti − T̂i
M AP E =
|
|
l
Ti
l

(4.2)

i=1

where l is the number of conﬁguration settings to be run.

4.3

Approach

To address the problem, we propose d-Simplexed by utilizing the Delaunay
Triangulation (DT) model and an adaptive sampling technique, to predict a
given conﬁguration setting and reduce training samples and the cost, respectively.
Figure 4.2 shows our framework at a high level. The key components are adaptive
sampling, DT modeling, projection, and performance prediction, which will be
introduced with more details in the following.

4.3.1

Delaunay Triangulation

The main part of d-Simplexed is to model the performance mesh with given
parameters. A Delaunay Triangulation(DT) [24] is introduced here to model the
performance by a set of parameters. Given P a set of discrete points in a plane,
2

Features are not limited to system parameters (e.g., vcore and memory). The job or input
data information (e.g., data size) can be a feature.
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generic triangulation T (P ) holds that no point p in P is within the region of
any triangle in T (P ), and DT tries to maximize the minimum angles of all the
triangles in T (P ). DT holds the following advantages:
• It favors equilateral triangles instead of long and skinny triangles, thus
interpolating values better (predicting model is more ﬁt) [8, 23].
• It is extendable to high dimensions. The model is extendable when adding
more features to the prediction.
We next discuss the key process to implement the model to our problem:
• Triangulation: Given a set of d features (parameters) {f1 , f2 , ..., fd }, e.g.,
f1 = {16 GB, 4 vcores}, the Delaunay Triangulation model is built in Rd
space;
• Projection: For every d-simplex from the DT model, we map running-times
as (d + 1) points to calculate the hyperplanes;
• Prediction: Given a new conﬁguration setting F , DT locates the corresponding simplex and predicts the performance.
In the following, we will describe more details and implementations of above
processes.

4.3.2

Modeling

In this subsection, we describe the modeling of the workload statistics by DT.
With d features selected, a d-dimension DT mesh is conTriangulation.
structed. In 2 dimensions, DT is formed by 2-simplex, which is 2d triangles,
while in 3 dimensions, DT is formed by 3-simplex, which is a 3d tetrahedron. In
higher dimensions, the construction works in exactly the same way except for
the complexity for visualization. In DT, the whole space is split into regions.
And we build the model locally and separately, comparing to ﬁt a single model
to the whole space. To eﬃciently implement DT, we apply the Quickhull [8]
algorithm. The runtime of algorithm Quickhull is in Θ(n log n) and in worst-case
O(n2 ). Since the chosen points may not be eﬃcient for the model training, we
will introduce adaptive sampling later to speed up the training.
Given features d with runtime, we can build a multivariate linear
Projection.
function representing a hyperplane in Rd+1 . When given a new point with d
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Figure 4.3: The example of computing the convex hull and project the convex
hull back by a parabola (x2 + y 2 ).
features, we locate the correct d-simplex to predict for runtime in d + 1 dimension.
The multivariate linear function is piece-wise, making it fast and easy to build
yet still accurate to predict. DT ﬁrst split the space into several simplexes. Then
for each simplex, the hyperplane is constructed when mapping to the runtime
dimension. For example, in 2 dimensions, i.e. f1 , f2 , DT yields 2-simplexes
(triangles), with each containing three data points. And for each point f1 , f2 ,
we map the runtime to the third dimension (runtime(f1 , f2 )), then compute the
hyperplane by these three points. For general higher dimensions with d features,
we lift it into Rd+1 by including the runtime metric. Example 4.1 depicts an
example to illustrate the modeling.
Example 4.1 In Figure 4.3, we show the simplex and hyperplane relation in
2-dimension (x, y) by a parabola (x, y, x2 + y 2 ). We calculate the convex hull in
R2+1 space by lifting the points to a parabola, then project the convex hull back
into R2 space.

4.3.3

Prediction

After we built the DT model, when given a new conﬁguration F = f1 , f2 , ..., fd ,
we can predict the runtime by the DT model. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst locate the
simplex belonging to F . Then we can calculate the values of the hyperplane for the
simplex. By this hyperplane, we can predict the runtime
 for F . The mathematical
form of a hyperplane with d dimensions is β0 = d+1
i=1 βi xi . Given d+1 known
conﬁgurations and the runtimes, we ﬁnd the parameter values {β0 , ..., βd+1 }.
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h(·) is a prediction function to return runtime (i.e., xd+1 ) when given new F in
Equation 4.3. When the simplex’s hyperplane is calculated, every time a new
conﬁguration F feeds to Equation 4.3, we can predict the runtime.
T = xd+1 = h(x1 , ..., xd ) =

β0 −

d

i=1 βi xi

βd+1

(4.3)

Note that Points lying outside the convex hull are diﬃcult to predict as these
values cannot be extrapolated by a hyperplane. To address these, we can set a
boundary for space at the beginning.

4.3.4

Adaptive sampling

When the feature space has a highly symmetrical distribution, the model may
perform unsatisfactorily. To address such skewness, we introduce an adaptive
sampling method. The baselines are random sampling and grid sampling. The
random sampling selects samples randomly without replacement. The grid
sampling splits the space into uniform grids and selects samples with an equal
distance from each neighbor. The baselines may over-sample in some unimportant
regions, which barely help to improve the models. We present a feedback-driven
method to pick samples that diﬀer from each other, thus avoiding over-ﬁtting.
To make sure each hyperplane estimates the monotonic surface, we greedily
explore the sparse region with less known parameter values, while to narrow down
errors, we greedily select the region with dramatic performance changes (deﬁned
in Equation 4.4). Speciﬁcally, the sampling technique is two steps. To begin
with, we initialize the model with some seed samples, which can be random or
one-time Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) sampling [48]. Then, samples are
continuously added to improve the model. The samples that are added to the
model are selected based on a utility function. The utility function is to calculate
the distance between the estimated points and their hyperplane. In general, the
higher the utility value, the larger distance to its hyperplane, meaning a higher
potential point to improve the model. Let X be the samples from LHS sampling
DLHS and n samples S with d features, we can obtain the predicted performance
running time Tˆ(i) by the sample X (i) and sample’s hyperplane S  ⊆ S with h
(i)
(i)
sample Fk , T (Fk ), 1 < k < h. Then, U (X (i) ) of sample X (i) can be deﬁned
in the following:
U (X (i) ) =

1  1  (i)
(i)
(i)
( (fk,j − Xj )2 + (T (Fk ) − Tˆ(i) )2 ))
(
h
d+1
h

d

k=1

j=1

(4.4)
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where h denote the number of points to construct the hyperplane. The sampling
technique iteratively execute until we meet a stopping criteria.
By a utility function, now we can rank all the sample based on their utility
values. The largest value point is obtained:
F(n+1) = arg

max U (X)

X∈DLHS

(4.5)

We iteratively select new sampling points until a stopping criterion is met (e.g.,
MAPE≤ 5%).

4.4

Evaluation

In this section, we ﬁrst evaluate the performance model, then evaluate the adaptive
sampling.

4.4.1

Experiment setup

We set up Apache Spark v2.1.0 and Hadoop v2.8.1 with YARN and HDFS.
The cluster has 10 nodes, each with 32 GB RAM, 2 Intel Xeon E5540 each
with 4 cores, making 16 vcores available with hyperthreading. The state-of-theart approaches are the Multivariate Linear Regression (LR) [43], Decision Tree
Regression (DTR) [43], Gaussian Process (GP) [3], Ernest [80] and Multilayer
Neural Network (NN) [91]. The baseline sampling techniques are random and grid
samplings. The workloads are HiBench [47] benchmarking workloads (WordCount,
PageRank, Kmeans clustering, Bayesian classiﬁcation, and SQL Join) and complex
synthetic surface to simulate diverse workloads for Spark or any other systems.
Figure 4.4 presents the model accuracy of all workloads with 2% training
samples. Overall for the evaluated workloads, d-Simplexed performs better
than the LR, GP, DTR, and NN. d-Simplexed obtains within 5% MAPE for all
given workloads except for Bayesian 11.281%. In complex synthetic workloads
SingleWave and MultiWave, d-Simplexed obtains 9.576% and 20.723% MAPE,
respectively.
Among all baselines, DTR is quite satisfactory due to its piece-wise regression,
which is similar to d-Simplexed. GP and NN generally outperform LR for Kmeans,
Bayesian and synthetic workloads, as the runtime performance changes abruptly
(usually non-linear changing) with diﬀerent parameter values. This is because GP
and NN excel in non-linear curves ﬁtting comparing to LR. While in WordCount
and Join workloads with ﬂatter performance, LR outperforms GP.
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Figure 4.4: Evaluating MAPE (The lower the better.) for d-Simplexed agianst
LR, GP, DTR, and NN. We train 2% of samples. We cut more than 50% MAPE
results for better illustration.
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Figure 4.5: Evaluation of the d-Simplexed against baselines for the Kmeans
workload. d-Simplexed achieves the best MAPE with 200 training samples.

4.4.2

Model evaluation

The ﬁrst set of experiments evaluates d-Simplexed with adaptive sampling, comparing to other baseline methods, namely LR, GP, Ernest, DTR, and NN. As
Ernest only works for data and vcore scale, we start with these two features.
Figure 4.5 presents the empirical accuracy by the Kmeans workload. d-Simplexed
outperforms six baseline models with regard to MAPE. Ernest outperforms LR as
Ernest also considers logarithm terms in the cost function which is more ﬂexible
to capture the workload. GP and NN ﬂip around as samples increase, which is a
typical over-ﬁtting. As Ernest only discusses vcore feature, we will not include it
in the rest evaluation.
We now add a memory feature in the following evaluations. Table 4.1 presents
the result against baseline approaches concerning MAPE. We only used 1% of the
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Figure 4.6: Evaluation of the d-Simplexed against baselines for Kmeans, WordCount, PageRank, and Bayesian workloads. d-Simplexed obtains the best MAPE.
Table 4.1: Evaluations of Kmeans, WordCount, PageRank, Bayesian, and Join
workloads with LR, GP, DTR, NN, and DT with random sampling (DT-RD),
DT with grid sampling (DT-GD), and DT with adaptive sampling (d-Simplexed).
The evaluation metric is the MAPE (%) with 1% of training samples. Parameter
space: start value - step size - end value.
Workload Data Conﬁg space

LR

GP

DTR NN

DT-RD DT-GD d-Simp-

Kmeans
WordCount
PageRank
Bayesian
Join

9.379
8.93
23.914
85.36
3.278

28.017
10.256
50.076
66.111
20.357

5.645
5.085
14.765
26.646
1.833

2.91
2.086
4.354
20.091
2.674

80G
80G
80G
14G
17.3G

M:40-2-240
M:40-2-240
M:40-2-240
M:10-1-120
M:10-1-120

V:60-1-160
V:60-1-160
V:60-1-160
V:10-1-120
V:10-1-120

27.218
40.772
73.218
68.481
2.391

2.51
4.665
10.763
345.045
0.954

1.58
2.071
3.053
15.768
0.367

training samples. d-Simplexed outperforms other approaches in terms of MAPE.
d-Simplexed is under 5% MAPE for all workloads except 15.768% MAPE for the
Bayesian workload.
Figure 4.6 illustrates more evaluation results. Particularly, LR predicted worse
in Kmeans and Bayesian jobs. This is because a linear model has trouble in
learning a non-linear performance curve. In contrast, GP and NN predicted well
in these jobs. However, they have an over-ﬁtting problem when data points are
increased adding into the model. So, GP and NN did not work well for workloads
with ﬂatter performance like WordCount and PageRank. DTR separates space
piece-wisely, leading to better MAPE. Also, DTR computes an average value to
form a regressor rather than a linear regressor in d-Simplexed. So, DTR poorly has
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Figure 4.7: Evaluation of adaptive sampling to random and griding sampling.
The dashed line is the 5% MAPE line.
some limitations in local predicting. Unluckily, d-Simplexed does not consistently
outperform in the starting phase. The reason is that non-linear regressors capture
the curves better in such cases.
As we increase the samples, d-Simplexed outperforms baselines. The reason
is that d-Simplexed ﬁt very well locally and does not aﬀect globally as data
point added. Also, by our proposed adaptive sampling, we speed up the sample
selections, thus leading to better accuracy.

4.4.3

Sampling evaluation

The second set of experiments evaluates the performance of DT with adaptive
sampling, comparing to random and grid sampling. Table 4.1 and Figure 4.7
provide the experimental results of d-Simplexed compared to DT with other
sampling techniques, i.e., DT with random sampling (DT-RD) and DT with grid
sampling (DT-GD) in terms of MAPE. d-Simplexed can perform better than
baseline samplings as we increase the sample points. DT-RD is not satisﬁed,
especially for the starting phase. The reason is that the randomness of picking
samples makes the model unstable. DT-GD is better than DT-RD, as it uniformly
picks samples for the model. In contrast, d-Simplexed with adaptive sampling
picks the samples that maximize the possibility to the model. This behavior is
especially pronounced, for example in Bayesian workload, where d-Simplexed
focuses on the critical region of the topology with a steep performance change.
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The third set of experiments evaluates d-Simplexed with more complex synthetic workloads and more input features. We refer readers to Paper IV [17] for
more details.

4.5

Chapter summary

This chapter introduced Paper VI, in which we proposed a performance modeling
technique to answer RQ2. We proposed the d-Simplexed framework consisting of
a performance model formed by the Delaunay Triangulation (DT) model and an
adaptive sampling method. The DT model can model the performance topology
accurately, while the adaptive sampling helps speed up the training process.

Chapter 5
Worst-case Optimal Join for
Relations and Trees
This chapter gives an overview of the results of Papers V and VI that solve RQ3
and RQ4. Following a formal deﬁnition of RQ3, we ﬁnd out it is not a polynomial
work to compute multi-model data with relational and tree data. Finally for RQ4,
this chapter presents a worst-case optimal algorithm to compute the multi-model
join queries under some circumstances.

5.1

Background and preliminary

This section introduces the motivation and provides some preliminaries for the
following sections.

5.1.1

Motivation

Traditional relational databases research heavily for conjunctive (join) queries
as they are the most common analytical tools. The size bound for a join query
is the cardinality of the join result in the worst case. And the corresponding
worst-case optimal algorithms guarantee that the runtime can be completed in
linear of the size bound. In this section, we study the Cross-Model Conjunctive
Queries (CMCQs) over relational and tree data. The size bound for relational
conjunctive query has been widely researched [5, 33, 35]. Yet the size bound for
tree pattern conjunctive queries remains challenging and unkown, let alone the
mixed quires of both forms. Besides this theoretical interest, it also has several
applications that have highly related to this topic. The application ranges from
33
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data integration in data lake [41], query processing in multi-model databases [61]
or in polystores [27], query processing in computational linguistics [83, 86, 92], etc.

5.1.2

Problem statement

Let R be a database schema, R1 ,...,Rn are relation names in R. A rule-based
conjunctive query over R is an expression of the form R0 (u0 ) ← R1 (u1 ) ∧ R2 (u2 ) ∧
...∧Rn (un ), where n ≥ 0, R0 is a relation not in R. u0 , u1 , ..., un are free tuples, i.e.
may use either variables or constants. Each variable occurring in u0 must also occur
at least once in u1 ,...,un . The semantics of the above query can be explained with
a conjunctive calculus query {e1 , ..., em |∃x1 , ..., xk (R1 (u1 )∧R2 (u2 )∧...∧Rn (un ))},
where x1 , ..., xk are all the variables in the relations occurring in the body and
not the head, and e1 , ..., em are all variables occurring in the head u0 .
Let T be a tree pattern, where there exist two binary axis relations: Child
and Descendant axes which are deﬁned in the normal way [35]. In general, a crossmodel conjunctive query contains three components: the relational expression τ1 ,
the tree expression τ2 and the cross-model label expression τ3 , as follows:
τ1 := ∃r1 , ..., rk , R1 (u1 ) ∧ R2 (u2 ) ∧ ... ∧ Rn (un )

(5.1)

where r1 ,...,rk , are all the variables in the relations R1 ,...,Rn .
τ2 :=∃t1 , ..., tk , Child(v1 ) ∧ ...Descendant(vn )

(5.2)

where t1 , ..., tk are all the node variables occurring in vi (i ≥ 1) and each vi is a
binary tuple (ti1 , ti2 ).
Let Σ denote a labeling alphabet. Given any node t ∈ T and T ∈ T , label(t, s)
means that the label of node t is s ∈ Σ. The label relations bridge the expressions
of relations and trees together by the equivalence between the labels of tree nodes
and the values of relational data items.
τ3 := ∃r1 , ..., rk , t1 , ..., tk , Label1 (ti1 , rj1 ) ∧ ... ∧ Labeln (tin , rjn )

(5.3)

Deﬁnition 1 (Cross-model cunjunctive query (CMCQ)) Given a query Q
with relations R and tree patterns T , R has the form of Equation 5.1, T has the
form of Equation 5.2, and the matching of R and T has the form of Equation 5.3,
then a join result of all attributes {e1 , ..., em } of CMCQ is a calculus form of:
{e1 , ..., em |τ1 ∧ τ2 ∧ τ3 }.

(5.4)
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Figure 5.1: Tree conjunctive queries with (a) Child axes and (c) Descendant axes,
and their worst-case instance tree (b) for query (a) and tree (d) for query (c).

5.2

Size bound for relational and tree data

Given a cross-model conjunctive query (CMCQ) Q with relation and tree pattern
to match, we ﬁrst assume the maximum relational table size and the tree node for
each attribute is at most N . We now discuss how to ﬁnd the maximum cardinality
of the result for Q. To begin with, we investigate two basic but important tree
pattern queries. We will discuss the descendant axes and child axes in a tree
pattern, and how they are equivalent to the inequalities for linear programming.

5.2.1

Introducing tree data into join

Let us start with a single child axe and a single descendant axe. The worst-case
result size of a child axe pattern match is O(N ), as each child node is a one-to-one
matching parent node. While the worst-case result of a descendant axe pattern
match is O(N 2 ), as each descendant node can be the descendant of the ancestor
node.
Example 5.1 Given the basic patterns of a single child axe in Figure 5.1a and
a single descendant Figure 5.1c, Figure 5.1b shows one of the possible ways to
construct the instance tree that obtains O(N ) for the child axe, and Figure 5.1d
shows one of the possible way to construct the instance tree that obtains O(N 2 )
for the descendant axe.
Recall that in Section 2.2, each relation is equivalent to an inequality in linear
programming, meaning that each relation is bounded to O(N ). So intuitively,
the combined attributes of a child axe are equivalent to an inequality, while a
descendant axe does not have any restrictions on that.
Deﬁnition 2 (PC-path inequality) Let P be a PC path in the tree pattern T
and AP denote the set of labels of nodes in P . The PC-path inequality of P is
P
deﬁned as ΣA
r xr ≤ 1.
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A PC-path is equivalent to an inequality which is easy to prove as each child
has only one parent and grandparent and so on. So the result size of a PC-path
pattern matches O(N ). For example, Figure 5.1a presents a child axe which is
equivalent to a PC-path inequality xa + xb ≤ 1.
The worst-case size bound for a query Q with only child axes is the solution
for the following LP problem, which includes both relational inequalities and
PC-path inequalities:
maximize

Σr x r

R
subject to ΣA
r xr ≤ 1 f or all R ∈ R
P
ΣA
r xr ≤ 1 f or all P ∈ T

(5.5)

0 ≤ xr ≤ 1 f or all r ∈ AR ∪ AT .
Example 5.2 Given a CMCQ Q with relation R(b, c), and a tree pattern T =a[b]/c,
R is equivalent to xb + xc ≤ 1 and T is with two PC paths a/b and a/c, which
are equivalent to xa + xb ≤ 1 and xa + xc ≤ 1, respectively. Then the maximum
3
value of xa + xb + xc is 32 , meaning the size bound of Q is O(N 2 ).
At this point, we can achieve an upper bound for CMCQ with both child and
descendant axes, by considering a PC-path an inequality and a descendant axe
without any restriction. However, this is not a tight bound as for some cases, a
descendant axe can not yield O(N 2 ) results when some branches are considered
no restriction to each other.
Example 5.3 Consider the query in Figure 5.2a with only a tree pattern. The
corresponding PC-path inequalities are xa + xb ≤ 1, xa + xc ≤ 1. Thus, the
maximum value of xa + xb + xc + xd is 3 when xb =xc =xd =1 and xa =0 (one of
the possible solution). However, it is infeasible to construct a tree instance with
Θ(N 3 ) matching result. In fact, the tight upper bound is only O(N 2 ). Figure 5.2b
and Figure 5.2c show two instances of trees in the worst case situation.
In this case, when we obtain O(N 2 ) result for b and c in Figure 5.2b, c
and d can not yield O(N 2 ) result any more, meaning the c and d is no more
equivalent to no constraint for descendant axe, and vice versa. So bound seems to
be two alternatives: (i) xa + xb ≤ 1, xa + xc + xd ≤ 1, and (ii) xa + xb + xc ≤
1, xd ≤ 1, responding to two instance trees. They obtain the same size bound
O(N 2 ). These two diﬀerent alternatives are meaningful to compute the size bound
with more complex cases. For example, give relation R1 (b, c, d) (corresponding
to xb + xc + xd ≤ 1), then with inequalities (ii), it leads to the maximum bound
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Figure 5.2: Tree conjunctive query (a) and its alternative worst-case instance tree
(b) and tree (c).
2, while with the inequalities (i) it can obtain only 32 . For another example with
relation R3 (b, d) and R4 (a, c, d) (corresponding to xb +xd ≤ 1 and xa +xc +xd ≤ 1),
this time with inequalities (i) is a winner with maximum value 2, compared to 32
for the inequalities (ii).
Given a CMCQ with relations, child axes, and descendant axes, the above
example hints at a possible method to construct inequalities to evaluate the size
bound. For one query, it may construct multiple alternatives of inequalities to
make sure about the bound. Unlike in the AGM bound for only relations, which
needs only polynomial complexity, the evaluation of the size bound for a CMCQ
is N P-hard regarding query complexity.
Theorem 5.1 (NP-hardness) The query complexity of the worst-case bound
evaluation of databases for a cross-model conjunctive query is N P-hard.
The central proof is to polynomially reduce the 1-IN-3SAT problem [71] to
our problem. See details in Paper VI for the proof.
Remark Note that this complexity is with respect to the size of the query. It
should not be confused with the data complexity of the query answering algorithm
later, which has polynomial complexity regarding data complexity. Considering
a practical size of a query is limited, from the point of view of applications, the
above theorem mainly makes it of theoretical interest. In contrast to relational
conjunctive queries that are tractable with respect to query complexity, this paper
contributes to demonstrating the theoretical complexity gap due to the occurrence
of tree patterns in a conjunctive query.
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Recursive conversion and split

This subsection introduces a concrete algorithm that ﬁnds the size bound for a
CMCQ. The central idea is to eliminate all descendant axis relations in the tree
pattern recursively by two operations, called conversion and split. We terminate
when the ﬁnal tree pattern remains with only the child axes which can be mapped
into LP inequalities. We then obtain the size bound by choosing the optimal
solution for all constructed LP inequalities.
Deﬁnition 3 (Conversion and split operations) Let T be a tree pattern and
α be a descendant axis between x and y nodes in T. Assume that x is the parent
of y.
• Conversion: T | α denotes an operation to convert the descendant axis α
to the child axis between x and y.
• Split: T α denotes an operation to remove α from T and thereby T is
split into two subtrees. It is important to note that this split operation must
be adjoined with one or multiple compensation inequalities deﬁned below.
Deﬁnition 4 (Compensation inequalities) With respect to the split operation in a tree pattern T , assume that node x is split from node y. Let P denote
the root-to-x path. For each root-to-leaf path P  that does not contain x, let A
denote all labels in P and P  , then we generate a compensation inequality of P  :
Σxr ≤ 1 for all labels r ∈ A.
We ﬁrst explain compensation by the tree pattern in Figure 5.2a. When the
ancestor node c is split from descendant node d, a compensation inequality is
generated: xa + xb + xc ≤ 1. The reason is when the split of node c and d is
happening in the worst-case situation in Figure 5.2c, meaning every instance node
of c matches every instance node d. In this case, every instance node of c has one
parent node of a and this node of a must have at least one child b node. So the
result size of a, b, and c is bound to O(N ), i.e., xa + xb + xc ≤ 1.
The central idea of computing the size bound for the tree pattern is to
determine if we split the AD pair and generate compensation inequalities or we
consider AD pair as an inequality. These alternatives generate canonical suites
which are equivalent to LP inequalities. When there exist multiple tree patterns,
we can straightforwardly combine them by a dummy root.

5.2 Size bound for relational and tree data
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Deﬁnition 5 (Suites and canonical suites) A suite is a triple tuple (R,C,T),
where R denotes relations, C compensation inequalities and T tree patterns. In
particular, we say one suite is canonical if all tree patterns in T contain only
child axes. A canonical suite can be directly converted to a set of inequalities
during the computation.
Given any canonical suite (R,C,T), the LP problem setting can be generated
as follows:
maximize ΣA
r xr
R
subject to ΣA
r xr ≤ 1 f or all R ∈ R
P
ΣA
r xr ≤ 1 f or all P ∈ T

(5.6)

C
ΣA
r xr ≤ 1 f or all C ∈ C

0 ≤ xr ≤ 1 f or all r ∈ A.
To generate all the canonical suites, our algorithm will recursively handle the
descendant axis as follow:
1. Pick the ﬁrst candidate descendant axis by preorder, else return.
2. We generate canonical suites from conversion for this descendant and
recursively call step 1.
3. We generate canonical suites from split for this descendant and recursively
call step 1.
The optimal size bound is to the maximum solutions from all LP inequalities
from all canonical suites.

5.2.3

Two optimization rules

The above straightforward algorithm may generate O(2n ) canonical suites for
n descendant axes in the worst-case situation. We propose some heuristics to
reduce the search space for size bound computation:
• Optimization 1: Given a tree pattern T , the conversion operations in T
after the split are avoidable without aﬀecting the ﬁnal result of worst-case
bound.
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• Optimization 2: Given a leaf descendant axis α between node x and y,
assume that A denotes all labels for the root-to-y path, we deﬁne an
inequality ΣA
r xr ≤ 1. If this inequality cannot change the maximum solution
for the current LP problem, then the split operation in the leaf descendant
axis can be safely canceled.
This optimization may reduce the search space of the computation for the
size bound. However, it does not change the exponential complexity nature of
computing the size bound.

5.3

Worst-case optimal join

The ﬁrst algorithm to have a running time matching these worst-case size bounds
is the NPRR algorithm [67]. An important property in NPRR is to estimate
the intermediate join size and avoid producing a case which is larger than the
worst-case bound. In fact, for any join query, its execution time can be upper
bounded by the AGM [5]. Interestingly, LeapFrog [78] and Joen [21] completely
abandon the “query plan” and develop one attribute at a time to join with
multiple relations. We present these results informally and refer the readers to
Ngo et al. [68] for a complete survey. In this part, we discuss the challenges in
designing a worst-case optimal algorithm for CMCQs over relational and tree
data.

5.3.1

Tree and relational data representation

To answer a tree pattern query, a positional presentaiton of occurrences of tree
elements and string values in the tree database are widely used, which extends
the classic inverted index data structure in information retrieval. There existed
two common ways to encode an instance tree, i.e, Dewey encoding [62] and
containment encoding [12]. These decoding ways are necessary as they allow us
to join tree patterns partially, thus avoiding the undesired intermediate result.
We represent the position of a string occurrence in the tree database as a
Dewey code between tree nodes whose positions are recorded in the following
fashion: (i) the root is labeled by a empty string ; (ii) for a non-root element
u, label(u)=label(s).x, where u is the x-th child of s. By this encoding, u is an
ancestor of element s if and only if label(u) is a preﬁx of label(s). And u is a
parent of element s, if and only if u is an ancestor of element s and u is one less
level than s. After encoding, each attribute j in a query node can be presented
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R0 (ra ,rb ,rc )
a
 R1 (rb ,rc )
b c
(a) Tree query Q
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b0
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c0
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c1

(b) Table DR1

b0 b0 b1
p1 p2 p3

a0
p0
b1 c 0 c 0 c 1 c 1
p 4 p 5 p6 p7 p8

(c) Tree DT

Figure 5.3: A (a) CMCQ and its (b) table instance and (c) tree instance.
as a node table in the form of tj (rj , pj ), where rj and pj are the label value and
position value, respectively.
Later, the position value matching is obtained by the preﬁx matching ().
When given a node table Cj0 (rj0 , pj0 ) to be joined, we say the position value pj0 is
matched if we can ﬁnd its parent (or ancestor) pt such that pt ∈ t and pt  pj0 . For
example, when adopting Dewey ID for matching child and descendant relations,
1.1.1.1 is the child of 1.1.1, and the descendant of 1.1. They are matching the
preﬁx of 1.1.1 and 1.1, respectively. Check an example from an encoded tree
instance in Figure 5.3c. The position value can be added in O(N ) by one scan of
the original tree. Note that the following algorithm is not limited to the Dewey
code representation. Any representation scheme which captures the structure of
trees, such as region encoding [12] and extended Dewey [62] can all be used in
our algorithm.
All the data in Relational are label data, and all relation tables and node
tables will be expressed by the Trie index structure, which is commonly applied
in the relational worst-case optimal algorithms (e.g., [2, 78]). The Trie structure
can be accomplished using standard data structures (notably, balanced trees with
O(log n) look-up time or nested hashed tables with O(1) look-up time).

5.3.2

Challenges

In our context, tree data and tree pattern matching do make the situation
more complex. Firstly, directly materializing tree pattern matching may yield
asymptotically more intermediate results. While ignoring the pattern may loosen
some bound constraints. Secondly, since tree data is represented by both label
and position values, position value joining may require more computation cost
for pattern matching while we don’t need position values in our ﬁnal result. We
show an example in the following to illustrate the challenges.
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Example 5.4 Recall that a triangle relational join query Q = R1 (ra , rb ) 
R2 (ra , rc )  R3 (rb , rc ) has size bound O(N 1.5 ). Figure 5.3 depicts an example of a CMCQ Q with the table R1 (rb , rc ) and twig query ‘a[b]/c’ to return result
R0 (ra , rb , rc ), which also has size bound O(N 1.5 ) since PC path a/b and a/c are
equivalent to constraint xa + xb ≤ 1 and xa + xc ≤ 1, respectively. Figure 5.3b
and Figure 5.3c show the instance table DR1 and encoded tree DT . The number
of label value result R0 (ra , rb , rc ) is only 4 rows which is O(N ) while the result of
only the tree pattern is 16 rows which is O(N 2 ), where N is the table size or node
size for each attribute. The ﬁnal result with position values is also O(N 2 ). Here,
the O(N 2 ) is from the matching result of position values of attribute tb and tc .
EmptyHeaded [2] applied the existing worst-case optimal algorithms to process
the graph edge pattern matching. We may also attempt to solve relation-tree joins
by representing the trees as relations with the node-position and the node-label
tables, and then reformulating the cross-model conjunctive query as a relational
conjunctive query. However, as Example 5.4 illustrated, such a method can not
guarantee the worst-case optimality as extra computation is required for position
value matching in a tree.

5.3.3

CMJoin Algorithm

In this subsection, we discuss the algorithm to process both the relational and tree
data. As the position values are excluded in the result set while being required for
the tree pattern matching, our algorithm carefully deals with it during the join.
We propose an eﬃcient cross-model join algorithm called CMJoin (cross-model
join). With some conditions for some queries, it guarantees the runtime optimality.
We ﬁrst discover the join result size with all node position values, only branch
node position value, and without position value.
Lemma 5.1 Given relational tables R and pattern queries T , let Sr , Sp , and Sp
be the sets of all relation attributes, all position attributes, and only branch node
position attributes, respectively. It holds that
ρ1 (Sr ∪ Sp ) ≥ ρ2 (Sr ∪ Sp ) ≥ ρ3 (Sr )

(5.7)

Proof. Q(Sr ) is the projection result from Q(Sr ∪ Sp ) by removing all position
values, and Q(Sr ∪ Sp ) is the projection result from Q(Sr ∪ Sp ) by removing nonbranch position values. Therefore, the result size holds ρ1 (Sr ∪Sp ) ≥ ρ2 (Sr ∪Sp ) ≥
ρ3 (Sr ). 2
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Example 5.5 Continue the CMCQ Q in Figure 5.3a, which is Q=R1 (rb , rc ) 
a[b]/c. Node a, b, c in the tree pattern can be presented as node tables (ra , pa ),
(rb , pb ), and (rc , pc ), respectively. So we have Q(Sr ∪ Sp ) = R(ra , rb , rc , pa , pb , pc ),
Q(Sr ∪ Sp ) = R(ra , rb , rc , pa ), and Q(Sr ) = R(ra , rb , rc ). Then by LP constraint
3

3

bound by the relations and PC-paths, we can achieve O(N 2 ), O(N 2 ), and O(N 2 )
for the size bound ρ1 (Sr ∪ Sp ), ρ2 (Sr ∪ Sp ), and ρ3 (Sr ), respectively.
Speciﬁcally for CMJoin, we elaborate more in the following:
• If ρ1 (Sr ∪ Sp )=ρ3 (Sr ), then CMJoin executes a generic relational worst-case
optimal join algorithm [2, 21].
• Else, CMJoin computes the path result of the tree pattern ﬁrst. We project
out all position values of non-branch nodes for the query tree pattern. Then,
we keep the position values of only branch nodes so that we still can match
the whole part of the tree pattern.
Theorem 5.2 Given relations R and pattern queries T , If (1) ρ1 (Sr ∪ Sp ) ≤
ρ3 (Sr ); or (2) (i) ρ1 (Sr ∪ Sp ) ≤ ρ3 (Sr ) and (ii) for each path P in T , let Sr and
Sp be the set of label and position attributes for P , ρ4 (Sr ∪ Sp ) ≤ ρ3 (Sr ); Then,
CMJoin is worst case optimal to ρ3 (Sr ).
Proof. (1) As ρ3 (Sr ) is the projection of ρ1 (Sr ∪Sp ), we ﬁrst compute Q(Sr ∪Sp ),
then project out all the position value in linear of result size. Since ρ1 (Sr ∪ Sp ) ≤
ρ3 (Sr ), so the result size is less than O(N ρ3 (Sr ) ).
(2) ρ1 (Sr ∪ Sp ) ≤ ρ3 (Sr ) means that each path result with label and position
values are less than ρ3 (Sr ). We ﬁrst compute the path result and then project out
all the non-branch position values under ρ3 (Sr ). And ρ2 (r, p ) ≤ ρ3 (r) means that
with all branch position values in the join result, its worst case result size is still
under ρ3 (Sr ). Then by considering those position values as relational attribute
values and by a generic relation join, CMJoin is worst-case optimal to ρ3 (Sr ). 2
Example 5.6 Continue the CMCQ Q in Figure 5.3a, which is Q=R1 (rb , rc ) 
a[b]/c. As ρ1 (Sr ∪ Sp ) > ρ3 (r), directly computing all label and position values
generate O(N 2 ) result. Instead, we can compute the path result of a/b and a/c,
which are (ra , pa , rb , pb ) and (ra , pa , rc , pc ) and in O(N ). Then we obtain only
the branch node result (ra , pa , rb ) and (ra , pa , rc ) by projecting out the non-branch
node position values. Then joining the processed result with relation R1 by a
generic worst-case optimal algorithm, we can guarantee the intermediate and ﬁnal
3
result are O(N 2 ).
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Evaluation

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm, CMJoin with four real-life and benchmark data sets, against state-ofthe-art systems and algorithms concerning eﬃciency, scalability, and intermediate
cost.

5.4.1

Evaluation setup

Datasets and query design
Table 5.1 shows the statistics of datasets and
designed CMCQs. These diverse datasets are diﬀerent from the tree structure,
data skewness, data size, and data model varieties. Accordingly, we design 24
CMCQs for the evaluation. Picking diverse sources and designing proper queries
evaluate the eﬃciency, scalability, and cost performance of the CMJoin in various
real-world scenarios.
Comparison systems and algorithms
of state-of-the-art cross-model solutions:

CMJoin is compared with two types

• The ﬁrst solution is to use one query to retrieve from the system without
changing the nature of models [66,90]. We implemented queries in two mainstream systems that support cross-model join, one open-source database,
i.e., Postgres (PG), and one commercial database (CDB anonymously due
to lacking licenses). They both enable the default query optimizer.
• The second is to encode and retrieve tree nodes in a relational engine
[2, 11, 69, 93]. We implemented two algorithms, i.e., structure join (SJ )
(pattern matching ﬁrst) and value join (VJ ) (label value matching ﬁrst). In
addition, we also compared to a worst-case optimal relational engine called
EmptyHeaded (EH ) [2].
Experiment Setting
We implemented our solutions in Python 3 and conducted all experiments on a 64-bit Windows machine with a 4-core Intel i7-4790
CPU at 3.6 GHz, 16 GB RAM, and 500 GB HDD. We measure the computation
time of joining as the main metric, excluding the time used for compilation, data
loading, index presorting, and representation/index creation for all systems and
algorithms. We employed Dewey encoding [62] in all experiments. The joining
order of attributes is greedily chosen based on the frequency of attributes. We
measure the intermediate cost metric by accumulating all intermediate and ﬁnal
joining results. For PG, we accumulate all sub-query intermediate results. We

Statistics

Zipﬁan
Tables: 1m rows
XML: 2.4m nodes

Normal
Tables: 1m rows
XML: 1.6m nodes

Uniform
Tables: 1m rows
JSON: 2m-4m nodes

Uniform
Tables: 1m rows
JSON: 4m nodes
XML: 1.4m nodes

Uniform
Tables:0.5-10m rows
JSON: 10m nodes

Dataset

D1:TreeBank [86]
(Linguistic data)

D2:Xmark [72]
(Auction data)

D3:UniBench [90]
(E-commerce)

D3:UniBench [90]
(E-commerce)

D4:MIMIC-III [51]
(Clinical data)

R1,R2,R4(RowID,SubjectID,HADMID)

Q23
Q24

T22
T22, T23=$.[RowID,ICUstayID,ItemID,CGID],
T24=$.[RowID,SubjectID,HADMID,
ICUstayID,ItemID,CGID]

R1,R3(SubjectID,ItemID)

Q22

R1(asin,orderID) R2(personID,lastname)
$.[orderID,personID,orderline[asin]]

R1(asin,productID,orderID)
R2(personID,lastname)
R3(productID,product info)

T7=Item[incategory]/quantity
T8=Item[incategory][localtion][quantity]//email
T9=Item[location]//email
T7, T8
T7, T9
T7, T8, T9
$.[orderID,personID]
$.[orderID,personID,orderline[productID]]
$.[personID,orderline[productID, asin]]
OrderLine[asin]/price
T17=Invoice[orderID]/orderline[asin]/price
T18=Invoice[orderID]//asin
orderline/asin, orderline/price
Invoice(I)/orderID,
I/orderline(O)/asin,
I/O/price
T17, T18

S[NP]/VP//PP[IN]//NNP
S/VP/PP/IN

S[NP]/VP//PP[IN]//NNP

R2(NP,PP)
R3(NP,NNP)
R2(NP,PP)
R3(NP,NNP)

XML or JSON path query

table

R1(incategory,quantity,email)
R2(item,incategory,email)
R3(item,quantity,email)

Relational
R1(NP,VP)
R1(NP,VP)
R1(NP,VP)
R1(NP,VP)
R1(NP,VP)
R1(NP,VP)

R1(RowID,ICUstayID,ItemID,CGID),
T22=$.[RowID,SubjectID,HADMID]
R2(RowID,SubjectID,ICUstayID,ItemID)

Q21

Query
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20

Table 5.1: Dataset statistics and designed queries (m=106 , k=103 ).
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N3
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#Result
7.6k
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¡0.1k
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37.0m
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Figure 5.4: Eﬃciency: runtime performance for all queries by CDB, P G, SJ, V J
and XJoin. The performance time of more than 80s is cut for better presentation.
repeat ﬁve experiments excluding the lowest and the highest measure, and obtain
the average results. Between each measurement of queries, we wipe the caches
and re-load the data to avoid intermediate results.

5.4.2

Evaluation of CMJoin

We show the evaluation results of CMJoin against state-of-the-art systems (CDB
and PG)) and algorithms (SJ, VJ, and EH ) via rich datasets and queries in terms
of the eﬃciency, scalability, and intermediate cost.
Figure 5.4 shows the eﬃciency evaluation. In general, CMJoin
Eﬃciency
averagely outperforms other solutions 3.33-13.43x (details in Table 5.2). These
numbers are conservative as we omit the “out of memory” (OOM) and “time out”
(TO) results in the calculation. Algorithm solutions SJ, VJ, and EH outperform
CDB and PG in the majority of the cases as they decompose the tree data into
relation-like and smaller-modular formats, speedup the node retrieving and tree
pattern matching. CDB performs worst in most of the cases, even comparing to
PG as PG has a better heuristic optimizer to optimize the joining processing.
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Speciﬁcally in Q1-Q6, CMJoin, SJ, VJ, and EH outperform CDB and PG. The
reason is that the original tree is deeply recursive in the TreeBank dataset [86], and
designed tree pattern queries are complex. Therefore, it is costly to retrieve results
directly from the original tree by CDB and PG by original tree structure. Instead,
CMJoin, SJ, and VJ by using encoded structural information are convenient
to retrieve nodes and match tree patterns in such cases. In Q2 and Q5, EH
perform worse. The reason is that it seeks for better instance bound by joining
partial tables and sub-twig (partial tree pattern) ﬁrst, then aggregating the result.
However, these separated partial joins generate more intermediate results in this
dataset. In Q1 and Q4, with only one table, SJ and VJ perform similarly as
table joining does not occur in both cases. However, in Q2-Q3 and Q5-Q6, SJ
performs worse as joining two tables ﬁrst leads to massive intermediate results in
this dataset.
By contrast, SJ outperforms VJ in Q7-Q9. This time, the Xmark dataset [72],
the data tree is ﬂat and with less matching results in tree pattern queries. In
tables, the data are less skewed. Therefore, SJ operates table joins and tree
pattern matching separately, generating less results. Instead, VJ considers tree
pattern matching later, generating a massive intermediate result (more details
of Q7 in Figures 5.5 and 5.6) when joining label values between two models
with the non-uniform data. PG, implementing in a similar way as SJ, performs
satisfactorily as well. The above comparisons show that the compared solutions,
which can achieve superiority only in some cases, can not adapt well to dataset
dynamics.
Meanwhile, we continue with the same dataset with diﬀerent queries in Q10Q12, which have more complex tree pattern nodes involved, VJ ﬁlters more values
and produces less intermediate results, thus outperforming SJ (∼10x) and PG
(∼2x). While for EH, it also generates massive intermediate results for queries
(e.g., Q10-Q12) with more connections (joins) in attributes. The comparison
between Q7-Q9 and Q10-Q12 indicates the compared solutions can not adapt
well to query dynamics.
In Q13-Q15 and Q22-Q24, CDB and PG perform relatively better, as this
time, it involves only JSON and relational data. CDB and PG perform well in
JSON retrieving as these JSON documents have a simpler structure than XML.
All solutions perform reasonably well when the result size is small in Q14-Q15
while CDB, SJ, and VJ still suﬀer from larger result size in Q13. With only
JSON data, SJ and VJ perform similarly, as they both treat a simple JSON tree
as one relation. In contrast in Q16-Q21, it involves XML, JSON and relational
data of the UniBench dataset [90]. CMJoin, SJ, VJ, and EH perform better
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Table 5.2: Intermediate result size (106 ) and running time (S) for queries. “/”
and “-” indicate “time out” (≥ 10 mins) and “out of memory”, respectively.
Intermediate result size(106 )
Query PG SJ VJ EH CMJoin
Q1 7.87x 2.60x 2.00x 1.68x 0.15
Q2
/
- 3.75x 4.83x 0.08
Q3 86.0x 62.6x 3.63x 4.61x 0.08
Q4
/ 1.96x 1.75x 1.64x 0.24
Q5
/
- 1.86x 1.77x 0.22
Q6
/ 2.24x 2.00x 1.85x 0.21
Q7 133x 106x
- 35.1x 0.29
Q8 350x 279.8x /
0.11
Q9 8.87x 8.34x - 2.01x 4.62
Q10 110x 440x 4.86x /
0.07
Q11 110x 440x 4.86x /
0.07
Q12 110x 440x 4.86x /
0.07
Q13 1.04x 1.22x 1.22x 1.07x 43.2
Q14 19.7x 2.56x 2.56x 3.90x 0.39
Q15 14.2x 1.85x 1.85x 17.0x 0.54
Q16 1.24x 1.24x 6.81x 2.15x 0.37
Q17 1.59x 7.84x 2.28x 1.31x 0.32
Q18 1.59x 7.13x 1.59x 1.64x 0.32
Q19
/ 5.47x 6.62x 1.77x 0.45
Q20 7.80x 25.1x 7.30x 4.19x 0.10
Q21 12.0x 36.1x 18.4x 14.7x 0.10
Q22 1.00x 18.5x 18.5x 0.96x 0.57
Q23 18.5x 18.5x 18.5x 1.61x 0.57
Q24 14.3x 3.02x 4.02x 0.96x 0.57
AVG 5.46x 5.90x 1.92x 1.90x 2.24

Running time (S)
CDB PG
SJ
VJ EH CMJoin
153.5x 18.02x 1.39x 1.51x 1.66x 3.22
/
/
4.52x 129x
1.96
/
21.3x 4.27x 1.99x 4.28x 3.06
/
/
2.34x 2.63x 1.82x 3.55
/
/
4.75x 39.8x 3.11
/
/
6.10x 3.30x 2.89x 3.00
15.4x 4.82x 9.05x
7.18x 8.36
/
4.36x 5.61x
/
13.8
2.20x 1.12x 2.13x
1.48x 35.0
/
2.91x 12.7x 1.22x /
5.62
/
2.11x 10.5x 0.88x /
6.84
/
2.68x 9.99x 1.06x /
7.25
6.87x 1.37x 4.81x 4.79x 1.31x 34.2
3.22x 2.04x 3.82x 3.79x 2.14x 2.73
1.40x 1.68x 3.53x 3.54x 2.01x 2.87
/
2.88x 1.32x 1.96x 1.02x 12.9
/
7.03x 3.58x 3.38x 2.10x 5.08
/
14.1x 5.21x 5.02x 2.06x 2.98
/
/
1.41x 1.94x 0.89x 14.7
/
12.1x 6.77x 6.39x 3.17x 3.37
/
14.6x 8.82x 8.75x 10.9x 2.89
1.47x 1.16x 5.22x 4.31x 2.35x 12.7
1.46x 1.92x 2.17x 1.83x 1.02x 15.8
>4kx >9kx >11kx >12kx 0.18x 0.01
13.43x 4.37x 5.34x 3.33x 3.46x 8.54

than CDB and PG. This is again because employing the encoding technique in
trees accelerates retrieving nodes and matching tree patterns. Also, CMJoin, SJ,
VJ, and EH can treat all the data models together instead of achieving results
separately from each model by queries in CDB and PG.
Though the compared systems and algorithms possess their advantages of
processing and matching data, they straightforwardly join without bounding
intermediate results, thus achieving sub-optimal performance during joining.
CMJoin is the clear winner against other solutions, as CMJoin can wisely join
between models and between data to avoid unnecessary quadratic intermediate
results.
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Figure 5.5: Scalability: runtime performance by CDB, PG, SJ, VJ and CMJoin.
The x-axis is the percentage of data size. “oom” and “to” stand for “out of
memory” error and “time out” (≥ 10 mins), respectively.

Figure 5.5 shows the scalability evaluation for some queries. Some
Scalability
results are similar and less interesting, so omitted. In most queries, as the data
size increases, CMJoin performs ﬂatter scaling, since CMJoin is designed to
control the unnecessary intermediate output.
As discussed, CMJoin, SJ, VJ, and EH outperform CDB and PG in most of
the queries, as the encoding method of the algorithms speeds up the tree pattern
matching especially when the documents or queries are more complex. However,
CDB and PG scales better when involving simpler documents (e.g., in Q15 and
Q23) or simpler queries (e.g., in Q7). Compared to processing XML tree pattern
queries, the systems CDB and PG process JSON data more eﬃciently.
Interestingly in Q2, SJ and PG joins two relational tables separately from twig
matching, generating quadratic intermediate results, thus leading to the OOM
and TO, respectively. While in Q7, VJ joins tables with label values without
considering tree pattern matching and outputs an undesired non-linear increase of
intermediate results, thus leading to OOM in larger data size. Likewise evaluating
EH between Q2 and Q7, it can not adapt well with diﬀerent datasets. Performing
diﬀerently in diverse datasets between SJ /PG and VJ /EH indicates that they
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cannot smartly adapt to dataset dynamics. While increasing tree pattern queries
in Q11 compared to Q7, VJ ﬁlters more results and thus decreases the join cost
and time in Q11. The comparison between SJ /EH and VJ having dramatically
diﬀerent performances in the same dataset with diﬀerent queries indicates that
they cannot smartly adapt to query dynamics.
In Q11, both CMJoin and VJ perform eﬃciently as they can ﬁlter out most
of the values at the beginning. In this case, CMJoin runs slightly slower than VJ,
which is reasonable as CMJoin maintains a tree structure rather than only tuple
results in VJ. Overall, CMJoin judiciously joins between models and controls
unwanted massive intermediate results, thus performing eﬃciently and stably in
not only dynamic datasets and queries but also data scaling.
Table 5.2 also presents the intermediate result sizes, showing
Cost analysis
that CMJoin outputs 5.46x, 5.90x, 1.92x, and 1.90x on average less intermediate
results than PG, SJ, VJ, and EH, respectively. Results of CDB in this part are
less interesting and omitted as half of the queries end up TO. Figure 5.6 depicts
more detailed intermediate results for each joining step. In general, CMJoin
generates less intermediate results due to its designed algorithm process, worstcase optimality, as well as joining order selections. In contrast, PG, SJ, and
VJ can easily generate massive (often quadratic) intermediate results during the
joining process in diﬀerent datasets or queries. This is because they have no
technique to avoid undesired massive intermediate results.
PG and SJ suﬀer when the tree pattern matching becomes complex in datasets
(e.g., Q3 and Q10), while VJ suﬀers in the opposite case of simpler twig pattern
matching (e.g., Q7 and Q16). More speciﬁcally in Q3, PG and SJ output
signiﬁcantly more intermediate results by joining of two relational tables while
VJ controls intermediate results by the values of common attributes or tags
between two models. Meanwhile in Q7, Q9, and Q16, VJ does not consider
structural matching at ﬁrst, yielding unnecessary quadratic intermediate results.
The above two-side examples indicate that the compared solutions considering
only one model at a time or joining values ﬁrst without twig matching produce
an undesired signiﬁcant intermediate result.
EH suﬀers when the queries/attributes are more connected (joined), leading
to more intermediate results during joining procedures. As EH seeks better
instance bound, it follows the query plan based on the GHD decomposition [2].
Our proposed algorithm, CMJoin, by wisely joining between models, avoids the
unnecessary massive intermediate output from un-joined attributes.

5.4 Evaluation
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We summarize evaluations of CMJoin as follows:

• Extensive experiments on diverse datasets and queries show that averagely,
CMJoin against the compared solutions achieves up to 13.43x faster runtime
performance and produces up to 5.46x less intermediate results.
• With skew data, CMJoin avoids undesired huge intermediate results by
wisely joining data between models. With uniform data, CMJoin ﬁlters out
more values by joining one attribute at a time between all models.
• With more tables, tree patterns, or common attributes involved, CMJoin
seems to perform more eﬃciently and scalably.

5.5

Chapter summary

This chapter introduced the topic of the worst-case optimal join of Papers V and
VI, in which we initialize the problem of worst-case optimality for relational and
tree data to answer RQ3 and RQ4. We ﬁrst deﬁned the problem of size bound
for both relational and tree data. We also proposed to compute the size bound
for them. Then we proposed the CMJoin algorithm to eﬃciently process the
relational and tree data joins, compared to state-of-the-art solutions and systems.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
In this chapter, we conclude this thesis by revisiting Chapters 3 to 5. Furthermore,
we present some interesting research directions that might be worth investigating
further.

6.1

Conclusions

As the increasing of heterogeneous data created by all kinds of applications,
taking advantages of these raw data and adding values to them is in the interests
of all researchers, engineers, and customers. However, it is extremely tough to
cost-eﬀectively store, collect, process, query, and analyze large-scale data.
In this thesis, we advanced approaches to optimize the performance of big
data systems and queries. Speciﬁcally, we discussed two main topics. The ﬁrst
topic is performance tuning for big data systems. For performance tuning, we ﬁrst
leveraged cost-model and triangulation to model the performance, then made a
cost-eﬀective prediction based on these models. The second topic is the worst-case
optimal algorithm for join queries. We researched the size bound and worst-case
optimal join algorithm for the case with both relational and tree data in contrast
with only relations.
In Chapter 3, we introduced a detailed cost model for Spark workloads, which
leverages Monte Carlo simulation to achieve cost-eﬀective training. Speciﬁcally,
it utilizes a little part of resources and data to make a reliable prediction for
larger clusters and datasets, even with data skewness and runtime deviations.
Also, this work considers network and disk bounds so that it performs better with
I/O-bounded workloads.
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In Chapter 4, we proposed d-simplexed, which models the Spark workloads
by leveraging Delaunay Triangulation. Unlike other black-box approaches, dsimplexed utilizes piece-wise linear regression models, which can be built faster
and yield better prediction. Also, d-simplexed is built with an adaptive sampling
technique which collects only a few training points to achieve accurate prediction.
In Chapter 5, we ﬁrst embarked on the study of the cross-model conjunctive
query (CMCQ) with relational and tree data, and formally deﬁned the problem
of CMCQ processing. We revealed that the computation of the worst-case size
bound of a CMCQ is N P-hard w.r.t query expression complexity. We developed
a worst-case optimal join algorithm called CMJoin to match the size bound of a
CMCQ under some circumstances.

6.2

Future work

As the ﬁrst direction, the workloads may be a variant and cannot be exactly
the same as we trained before. It would be interesting to investigate a way
to express the characteristics of the workloads. For instance, we can name a
CPU-intensive workload when the ratio of the computation time is more than
50% of the overall completion time. A workload can be described as I/O intensive
when the ratio of the time of reading/writing from/in disk is more than 50% of
the overall completion time. The ratio of computing time, read/write time, or
shuﬄe time are reliable indicators for users to set up or conﬁgure cluster resources
beforehand. Also, such characteristics may help the scheduler to assign bottleneck
resources accordingly. Our framework is tested and shown eﬀectiveness. However,
the prediction accuracy may not be suﬃcient in all workloads and scenarios. It
would be interesting to explore more complex workloads such as deep learning
algorithms. Also, modeling performance in the competition of non-conﬁgurable
resources (e.g., disk and network) with multiple parallel workloads would be
challenging but promising.
Another research direction would be extending the approaches for ﬁnding
better joining order for join algorithms. Though any order does not aﬀect the
worst-case optimality for join algorithms, a better plan [28, 34] may lead to a
better bound for some instances [2] by combining the worst-case optimal algorithm
and non-cyclic join optimal algorithm (i.e. Yannakakis [87]). Also, a worst-case
optimal join algorithm does not guarantee the best performance for some cases. A
combined method may be able to ﬁnd a better join plan based on some statistics.
We leave this as the future work to continue optimizing CMCQs.
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